BACKGROUND
SURVICE Engineering is one of multiple small business vendors fulfilling the Department of the Air Force, Air Force Materiel Command, Air Force Life Cycle Management Center, Armament Directorate (AFLCM/EB), Armament Systems Directorate (AFLMC/XZW), and Special Operations Command (SOCOM Det 1) requirements to develop and apply unique solutions to air delivered weapons systems requirements, studies and demonstrations.

MISSION
The Agile Acquisition IDIQ contract will serve as a contract vehicle to support short-term systems development efforts to satisfy warfighter needs efficiently and expeditiously.

The types of efforts the contractor shall be required to perform are exemplified by, but not limited to, the following functional areas:

• Design
• Engineering Development
• Fabrication
• Demonstration Studies (Demo’s)
• Testing
• Hardware/Software Modification
• Data Collections and/or Analysis in support of demonstrations or development

CONTRACT INFORMATION:
Contract Number: FA865615D0279
Period of Performance: 08/20/2015 - 08/30/2020
Contract Ceiling: $490M (shared ceiling)

CONTRACT POCS:
Govt AA IDIQ Program Manager
Mr. James Martin
james.martin.108@us.af.mil
850-883-1276

SURVICE AA IDIQ Program Manager
Mr. Scott Armistead
scott.armistead@survice.com
850-362-6920 x131